AGRIM TALENT FEST-2018 @ KIMCS

AGRIM TALENT FEST-2018 (16/02/2018)
GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR EVENTS




Registration Fee – Rs. 150 per participant for any three events, Additional Rs.50
per event.
A packet of Pavbhaji with refreshment will be provided with the registration.
Last Date of Registration is 28th January 2018.
The event is for the students from all the Under-graduate program, MBA and MCA. 
No member can participate in more than one team for the same event
Participants should carry their Identity cards issued by their respective institute.
All the team members must be present during the event.









Elimination rounds will be conducted for events with large number of entries
at Institute.



Elimination rounds of various events are scheduled between 8 to 9:30 am on
16/02/2018 at Institute.



Coordinators reserve the right to cancel the event in case of lesser
entries (minimum number of entries required is 5).
Participants should report at the Registration Desk at 7:30 am.
Non Participants are welcome to attend "AGRIM- TALENT FEST - 2018".












The committee reserves the right to disqualify the participants in case of
any misconduct.



Decision of the judges will be final and binding to all



Participants are advised to see the schedule before registration. In case of
simultaneous games, you can participate only in any one event.







In case of tie in any of the game the issue will be resolved using a tie-breaker round.

Online registration at Sign Up for AGRIM TALENT FEST-2018


Event Prize

Mega Prize

1st Prize = 3000Rs

1st Prize = 5000Rs

2nd Prize = 2000Rs

2nd Prize = 3000Rs

3rd Prize = 1000Rs

3rd Prize = 2000Rs



RULES FOR THE EVENTS
B-Quiz





There must be 2 participants per team.
There will be an elimination round in the beginning.
Selected teams will be allowed for final rounds of B-Quiz.
B-quiz may cover current affair questions and also general knowledge questions but main
focus area is Management/Business.
 The questions will be in the form of multiple choice, true/false statement, specific answer
questions etc.
 The participants shall not be allowed to use mobile or other electronic instruments.
.

Ad Mad show




Maximum 5 participants per team are allowed.





The participants will be given a product/Service to launch in the market.



Participants will have to create the strategies for the launch of the product or service. This
includes product name, logo, punch line and jingle, visual advertisement followed by a
role play showcasing your advertisement.






Each team needs to prepare print ad within the provided resources.
One hour shall be allocated to each team for the preparation of the Advertisement.
The maximum time for Ad is 3 minutes.
The advt. can be in any language( English, Hindi, Gujarati)



Caution should be taken to refrain from displaying obscenity, violence, prejudice,
defamation etc. in Advertisement




The decision of Judges will be final and binding.
In case participants exceed the time limit Judges will be free to disqualify the team.






Dhundte Reh Jaaoge (Treasure Hunt)






4 Players are allowed per team.
45 minutes will be given to each team.
Either All team members or each of them will go for searching the Piece or Item/clue.
In the case of tie, the issue will be resolved using a tie-breaker round.
Map for the area where you have to search out the item or piece will be provided.

Collage Exhibition










Collage must be in 1 drawing sheet. 
Theme will be “Women Empowerment”, “Making India Swatch Bharat” 
Select only one theme from given themes.
Give any Proper Name to Collage on the Top of Drawing Sheet.



The criteria for judging will be: theme, color combination, cleanliness and overall
effectiveness.
Participants will have to give an explanation to the judges at the end of the
competition.(if required).The criteria for judging will be: theme, color combination,
cleanliness and overall effectiveness.
The decision of the judge will be final and binding




Rang Vaali Rangoli






Maximum of 2 participants are allowed per team.
Participants will be given 1 hr of time.
Size: 3*3tls.



Theme will be disclosed at the time of the event & participants will select only one theme
from given themes.








Participants should get their own material.
Only flowers/grass/edible/ natural materials/ Rangoli colors are to be used.
Water Rangoli is not allowed
Paints, sketch pens, crayons, color pencils and other coloring aids are Strictly Prohibited.
No electrical/electronic help is allowed.
The criteria for judging will be: theme, choice of design, color combination, cleanliness
and overall effectiveness.
Participants will have to give an explanation to the judges at the end of the
competition. (If required).








KIMCS’s Dancing Superstar- Rules




Students can participate in groups or solo





The participants have to come prepared with a dance performance.





The time limit for each performance is 3 minutes.




No props will be provided by the institute.
The participants have to send the song on this _____ mail Id and bring your own
costumes.
The evaluation of the participants will be done on the basis of song selection, stage usage,
steps, coordination, and costume.






Dancing Performance using UV lights will not be permitted.
Participants must submit their respecting song in CD only during registration.

Geet Gaata Chal(Antakshari)












2 participants are allowed per team.
Correct wordings of the songs are must otherwise marks won’t be given.
There will be an elimination round in the beginning.
There would be five rounds having different modes.
These rounds would be declared only at the time of the game.
In case of a tie there would be a sixth round.
The decision of the judges would be final.
Team which opposes judge’s decision will be eliminated on the spot.
Selected teams will be allowed for final rounds of Antakshari.
Only songs from Bollywood movies/Albums are allowed.
No song can be repeated again in the round.



LAN Gaming









There must be 5 participants per team.
Counter strike 1.6 will be the game to play.
It will be held on knock-out basis.
Jury decision will be the final decision.
Rules can be modified by coordinators at the time of event(Exception)
Any type of CHEATS & HACKS will result into Straight disqualification.
External Device will allow.
Other information will be provided on the day of the event.

IT -Quiz






There must be 2 participants per team
There will be an elimination round in the beginning.
Selected teams will be allowed for final rounds of IT-Quiz.
The quiz will cover question from IT and related area.
All the teams have to report the event location as announced by the event
committee before 10 minutes of the start of the event.
In the time based round final decision will be made by event coordinator.



The participants shall not be allowed to use mobile or other electronic instruments





CODE O’ CRACK







It’s an individual event.
There will be 20 codes.
Time duration for the event will be 1 hour.
Participants need to crack codes of C & C++.
Jury decision will be the final decision.

Drama






Minimum 4 team members. Maximum 8.
Elimination round will be held if needed.
Minimum duration of drama will be 15 minutes
Decision of Judges will be final and it will be binding to all.
Props and other requirement for the drama should be arranged by the
participating team.

Debate Competition (Voices of Change)


There are two teams, each consisting of two or three speakers.



One team in support of the resolution (pro) and one team in opposition to the
resolution (con). The most common number of members per team is two, but
more than two may be used.
Allow sufficient time for participants in the debate to prepare "constructive
arguments." Constructive arguments should be based upon three to five major
points which are logically developed and substantiated by factual evidence in
support of a particular position.
Timing for debate is 20 minutes.
The judge must base his decision entirely on the material presented, without
regard for other material which he may happen to possess.
The Topic for debate are:
o Election through EVM or Ballet
o Is India Superpower
o GST and Demonetization, productive or non productive







Fashion show







The theme of Fashion is Corporate Culture.
Purchased, professionally made, or rented costumes are permitted.
Each contestant may present or wear only one costume.
The Fashion Show Coordinator has the full authority to request a change to a
costume for any reason. And to remove a contestant and their entry for any
reason.
All decisions of the Fashion Show Judge will be final.

